INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime number. Let S be a p-group acting on a finite //-group G. Let C = CG(S) and lrrs(G) = {xe\n(G)\xs = X. V* G S} .
It is well known that the map K -► Kn C defines a bijection from the set of S-invariant conjugacy classes of G onto the set of conjugacy classes of C [2, 13.10].
Let R be the full ring of algebraic integers in C, let M be a maximal ideal of R containing pR, and set F = R/M. Let *:R -» F the canonical homomorphism.
For / G Irr(C7), the map defined on Z(F[G]) by X (K) = (O (K)* is an algebra homomorphism from Z(F[G]) to F. Note that XX(K) = (x(x)\K\/x(l))* for x e K. The following result is well known. We give the proof to make it clear that no results on p-blocks are needed for this paper. Finally, taking x = <P in (2), we get 1 = [xc ,x]2modp and so [xc ,X\ = ± 1 mod p as claimed.
